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E I G E R N O R D W A N D 1969

Ray Colledge

My friends tend to be married men with family responsibilities 
and therefore reluctant to test the objective dangers of the Eiger 
North Face. However, after sampling the delights of steep ice on the 
Doldenhorn North Face with me in the Oberland in 1968, Eric Wallace 
agreed to try the Lauper Route on the North East Face of the Eiger 
this year. My strong hint that we might find ourselves on the Eiger- 
wand itself once we started from Alpiglen, was hastily crushed by 
his wife.

At the last moment he was unable to travel, leaving me to go 
alone, driving overnight to Chamonix instead of Grindelwald, in a 
hasty attempt to find two other friends before they started on a climb. 
T had abandoned all hopes of the Eiger once again.

By afternoon I still had not traced them, but I did meet one James 
Fullalove, better known as Dan Boone. I had known him for several 
years and had seen him in action on several hard routes in Britain. 
He had new rock routes to his credit in the Alps. What I did not know 
was that he had broken his neck in a car accident about eight months 
previously and was advised to avoid hard physical exercise.

I turned down his suggestion of the Grandes Jorasses North Face 
by the Walker Spur as a first climb and went away. However, it was 
a climb I had long wanted to do and I knew the fine weather could 
not hold long enough for a training climb to be done in addition 
my training for a possible Eiger ascent had made me fitter than usual. 
Dan had insisted that he was exceptionally fit, when I had questioned 
him.

Having made up my mind I rushed back to tell Dan we would 
leave Chamonix for the Walker Spur the next day. Conditions were 
never better and if we were slower than others who had done several 
previous climbs, we enjoyed every moment, although Dan had to re 
vise his opinion of his own fitness. After a bivouac at the foot, a sec 
ond bivouac was enforced below the chimney on the Red Tower due 
to climbers ahead of us. With no one ahead we would probably have 
reached the top before darkness.

After that magnificent climb, two very good friends, Peter Scott 
and Ron Lake, fresh from the North Face of the Matterhorn, sug 
gested a visit to the Brenva Face of Mont Blanc, although the weather 
was now poor. I suggested the Pear Buttress as this would complete 
my routes on that face. Although not so beautiful as the Route Major, 
the Pear did give us a fine mountaineering expedition, during the 
day of sunshine which followed a walk to the Col de la Fourche in 
very doubtful weather. The Pear also gave me my eighth ascent of 
Mont Blanc.
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This was the end of the holiday for Peter and Ron, but in change 
able weather once more Dan and I enjoyed three days rest until on 
the evening of the third day I was startled to find there were two 
people wanting to do the Eiger North Face with me. Obviously it 
would have to be Dan Boone, who had again been with me on the 
Fear Buttress climb, although we could hardly expect suitable weather 
for such a serious climb as the Eigerwand. Next day however, a study 
of the weather chart in the Chamonix tourist office revealed a fore 
cast of continued changeable weather in Prance, but fine weather 
with short thunderstorms in Switzerland. When I reached Dan, he 
was just getting out of his sleeping bag in his tent. I gave him two 
hours to pack and we were away by 12.20. My greatest fear was that 
the Swiss weather would deteriorate as it had done at Chamonix. In 
addition, Dan's more limited experience made the burden of decision 
making seem rather heavy. On the way however, I grew accustomed 
to this and began eagerly to look forward to the morrow. After our 
two climbs and three days rest, we should be very fit. The weather 
forecast just had to be right.

We arrived at Grindewald just after 5 p.m. somewhat exhausted 
from the heat of the day and driving on tourist laden mountain roads. 
Dan went to bed early in the Gasthof Glacier dormitory, after we 
had eaten. We also checked the weather forecast, which would only 
commit itself up to 24 hours. However, it seemed set fair. For myself, 
I stayed up to drink a large bottle of beer. I drank it slowly because 
I reasoned, it might have to last two or three hard nights, if only 
as a pleasant memory. Sleep came easily that night.

After a leisurely breakfast we bought provisions for three days 
before catching the train to Alpiglen from Grund station, where car 
parking is free. Before leaving Grindlewald we had looked through 
a telescope to see two climbers on the second icefield. This was slight 
ly disappointing as we had hoped to have the face to ourselves, but 
in fact we were to see no trace of their passage except on the top 
part of the Spider.

The sky was lightly overcast as we walked up the grassy slopes 
of Alpiglen, but we did not really notice this for we felt very confident. 
The limestone wall was immediately steep for laden men and we 
roped up. We may not however have chosen the best line to start the 
climb. Still we met no major difficulties and only slight stonefall, for 
quite some way, until really steep rock forced us to the "Difficult 
Crack". Everywhere was dripping water now so that we looked with 
longing at dry rock above the crack. To climb the crack however 
meant pulling strenuously up a waterfall for a few feet before an 
escape could be made into a less wet groove, even so I remember 
being partially blinded by spray in the groove and grateful for pegs 
already in place. ^

At the top of the "Crack" the climbing became easy and leisurely 
as we made over towards the Hinterstoisser Traverse, drying out in
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the sunshine which was now putting in an appearance. The "Traverse" 
was appalling. A wall of water dropped directly onto the traversing 
line where fortunately a rope was in place. Yet we dare not bivouac 
this side as occasional falling stones still came down. So each of us 
lunged across in his turn, eventually to arrive at the "Swallows Nest" 
bivouac ledge, slightly damp under our wet anoraks.

During the night we slowly dried out in our bivouac bags despite 
the constant dripping of water from the overhang above us, onto our 
gear. We were not worried about damp clothing, as we knew that the 
higher temperature which was causing the excessive melt water, 
would also stop us from freezing.

Apart from one or two small avalanches down the first icefield, 
the night was at first enlivened by three hours of extensive fireworks 
display in Grindlewald and nearby places. It was of course August 
1st., the Swiss National Fete day. After that we slept fitfully but 
warmly. I had only a down jacket as extra clothing, but Dan had a 
jacket and waist length down sleeping bag. The latter item became 
soaked in his rucksack and was useless. As it was expensive he elected 
to carry the sodden feathers up the climb rather than jettison the 
article. This was a misfortune. Fortunately our jackets remained 
dry.

Dan wore a British climbing helmet of the type which covers the 
ears and back of the neck and as a result communication between us 
was difficult, although we were slow to realise this fact. As he was 
sitting nearest to the exit from the bivouac I asked him to go first 
and belay around the corner, so that we could select the best way. It 
seems he did not hear me and climbed past a rock peg on the edge 
of the first icefield, to take a false line to a rock rognon above the 
bivouac. Half an hour later he called me to follow and I realised he 
was stuck at the foot of a very difficult groove. We were committed 
to forcing it. but eventually we climbed another groove close by 
after losing much time. Two Swiss climbers almost caught us up by 
taking the correct line up the first icefield below and to the left of 
the rognon. They must have slept lower down the face.

The rocks to the left of the Ice Hose and then the upper part of 
the Ice Hose went-quickly enough. Once on the Second Icefield I 
shouted down to Dan my extreme pleasure at being now fully com 
mitted to this superb route. I recalled that when thoroughly happy 
and relaxed at the foot of the Red Tower on the Walker Spur, an 
Austrian climber had said, "One waits for years to get on a climb 
like this, and then once on it, one cannot wait to get off it". I felt 
sad for him. Certainly I never looked at it that way on the Eiger, 
although I suspect Dan had moments of doubt.

The icefield had a covering of up to six inches of soft snow, with 
several wide bands of bare ice. There was no need to cut steps any-
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where and we could use the ice screws under the snow for belays. 
Above us the rock wall looked harmless although occasional small 
stones came down from high up to give the right sort of atmosphere 
to the situation. Under these very easy conditions we kept in the 
centre of the icefield on a slightly ascending traverse line. We should 
have moved very quickly but Dan is a rock climber, not an ice 
climber. The Swiss now came up behind but did not try to overtake. 
At one time I became increasingly depressed by our slow progress 
and started to take a pessimistic view of our chances, but my com 
panion could not move any faster.

At the end of the ice of the last section, after we had taken to 
the upper rim of the ice for a short distance, we arrived at a rocky 
ledge below an overhanging wall, which was split by a narrow 
chimney. This was the start of the so-called "Flat Iron" buttress on 
which we had to arrive. The Swiss climbers having beaten Dan 
across the last ice pitch, politely waited for us to climb the chimney. 
As Dan had not yet arrived I offered them the lead, perhaps because 
1 wasn't used to such politeness in the cut and thrust of modern 
climbing. The first man attacked the chimney as Dan arrived, this 
being the signal for the first major stonefall. A shower of stones, 
fortunately never large ones, then came down about every minute. 
One would cautiously glance up for the next lot, and there, very high 
in the sky, were many black objects like birds. Shortly after they 
would arrive, whirring and screaming in every pitch and tone.

It took the Swiss a long time to get clear. As soon as possible we 
followed, moving from bulge to bulge in between stone falls, never 
actually climbing until the stones had diminished. Fortunately it was 
not a very difficult pitch. However we now once again paid a penalty 
for our slow traverse of the icefield, as dense mist blotted out everjft''-5- 
thing, and it was only with difficulty that we groped our way up to 
the 'Death Bivouac' shelter. The two Swiss decided to stay put, but 
the impatient British started across the third icefield, for after all 
they only had to make a horizontal traverse. The leader traversed 
twenty feet, then came back. "Dan where are we going? What is this 
ramp ? How far is it ?" We joined the Swiss under the bivouac over 
hang somewhat depressed because it was only mid afternoon, but 
feeling certain that it would have been stupid to go on. Next day we 
saw what was involved and knew we had made the correct decision.

We were not particularly happy as we" sat in our bivouac gear 
in the wet clinging mist, water dripping off the overhang. To start 
with we couldn't eat heartily, for when buying food I had assumed 
that we could traverse the icefields at my normal pace, thus putting 
us at least at the top of the Ramp that day. As it was we now had 
to ration our food. If we had been only half an hour sooner across 
the second icefield, we would have arrived in the Ramp where the mist 
could not have stopped us and no doubt we would have bivouaced at 
least on the "Traverse of the Gods", but then we would have missed
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an exciting finish in the exit cracks. As it was the Swiss produced a 
radio set to hang above our heads. The strains of "pop" music floating 
round the "Death Bivouac" were never more gatefully received, as 
indeed was the reasonably optimistic weather forecast. The mist 
produced light rain, then light snow, but suddenly at 8 p.m. it lifted 
completely. Once again the night was not unduly cold. The only one 
seated on snow, I was fortunate to find a piece of old foam mattress 
partially buried nearby.

Our Swiss friends made a hurried get away in the morning but 
we were not far behind. We soon saw that a horizontal traverse in 
the mist would have landed us on some nasty looking slabby rock. 
As it was we ascended perhaps fifty feet diagonally on the ice to a 
rock for a peg belay, after which a traverse of about 120 feet took us 
to a rock belay on the far side of the Third Icefield. No one paused to 
cut steps. When Dan arrived I asked him to descend the ice to a 
corner where he should be certain to find a belay peg. I could then 
lead up to the first rocks of the Ramp. Because of his helmet he 
evidently did not hear. After putting a running belay on a peg below 
me, he arrived at the corner, went round it, and then to my horror 
actually started climbing up the ice towards the Ramp, out of sight 
or sound due to the buttress which formed the corner. We had lost 
contact completely. Soon I had only a few feet of rope left and I took 
it from round my shoulder to give him more. I was holding about 
three feet of spare slack, determined not to unclip from the peg in 
such a situation whatever the cost, when suddenly with a cry his red 
anoraked figure came into view, hurtling down the 60° ice of the ice 
field. Hastily I pulled the slack over my shoulder, but there wasn't 
enough for normal belay tactics and before I could pull in any more 
the load came on me, the jerk throwing my helmet off my head (it 
had only a single strap) and the rope tore my anorak and down 
jacket.

As Dan lay still, after bouncing over a rock band onto ice again 
after a total fall of almost 120 feet, I felt grateful for the presence 
of the Swiss now in the Ramp. My helmet finished its bouncing down 
the ice field and disappeared from view. Suddenly he moved, rested a 
little, then started pulling hand over hand up the rope. As he did so 
I noticed feathers drifting around me. "Feathers on the Eiger?" I 
thought, then noticed my torn clothing. This time Dan found the peg 
in place just round the corner and I descended and then went up the 
ice to the Ramp. He told me that he had tried to climb the ice using 
rock holds on the retaining wall, and when these ran out, pulled up on 
a flake of ice; it broke. He had lost his axe but retained a long- 
shafted hammer with a long spike.

Once in the Ramp we moved quickly to make up for lost time. 
We overcame the nasty looking awkward wet chimney and the bulge 
above, the latter in crampons of course, to arrive on the snow/ice 
slope at the top. The Ramp is not only the most difficult part but also
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the most closed in. One is glad to climb out into the open again on 

the "Traverse of the Gods". Here we met sunshine and a blue sky, and 

also a drying breeze. In the Ramp the water had run down the rope 

to soak whoever was holding it below. Our clothing became rather 

wet in places.

After the Ice Bulge Dan had begun to feel the effects of his fall 

and we slowed down considerably. The "Traverse of the Gods" soon 

brought us with a delightfully exposed passage, to the "Spider" snow 

slope. Looking at it I calculated a quick ascent since I would always 

be above Dan, and to make sure I suggested we eat the remaining 

food. This I thought would help to combat any ill effects from the fall. 

Certainly a quick ascent of the Spider was essential because of the 

obvious stonefall danger. However it was of no apparent use, and our 

ascent was very slow. The first third was snow then we ran onto ice. 

I ran out 120 feet at a time to speed things up, without steps of 

course. The last 150 feet or so was steeper smoother ice, but here we 

could still do the same, thanks to a single wide step every twenty to 

thirty feet, the first trace we had seen of our predescessors of the day 

before. It was pleasant and less gripping to be able to crampon from 

step to step, in one continous movement. We were now surprised to 

see the two climbers who had cut these steps, still in the Exit Cracks, 

with our Swiss friends below them. As I reached the top of the Spider, 

to find a rock peg belay in place, the mist and light snow arrived 

once again, but not before we had seen our line up the cracks above.

After we had removed our crampons, Dan moved off up difficult 

and wet rock onto easier ground and so we continued. About half an 

hour after leaving the Spider we saw the only fall of bigger stones 

we experienced. These swept down our line of ascent on the Spider, 

but too late to catch us. The few stones which did fall while we were 

on the Spider were mostly to one side but without my helmet I felt 

rather exposed. About this time Dan recovered his energy and we 

made good progress despite the wet rock and mist. After climbing a 

white quartz crack we arrived at the last major difficulty, an over 

hanging crack of IV sup.

Before we could attempt it, it suddenly started hailing. A strong 

clown draught of air brought snow and hail in dense quantities at a 

fast speed. There were several distinct increases of speed until we 

felt we could not stand another increase, so intense was the down 

pour. Unseen the lightning flashed, but the thunder was ear splitting; 

of course we could not look up, but to one side a white river of snow 

and hail hurtled downwards at a terrifying speed, the gully being too 

shallow to take it; so that the white column rose above its banks. This 

lasted perhaps half an hour, perhaps an hour; we lost all count of 

time. Very soon a rucksack on the ledge disappeared from view and 

our boots vanished as the snow crept up above our ankles. It was 

very wearing on the nerves. It finished as suddenly as it began, leav-
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ing us in a world of steep snow covered rock. One shudders to think 
what it would have been like on the Spider.

Without a doubt we would have to bivouac a third time. I was 
not unduly worried about the weather, as all the signs indicated an 
afternoon thunderstorm as forecast, however fierce it had seemed at 
the time, whilst the temperature was still above freezing. However I 
couldn't be certain of what would happen later and deemed it advis 
able to put ourselves above the snowed up overhanging1 crack as soon 
as possible. This was not a time to consider whose turn it was to lead. 
As Dan was the stronger rock climber I asked him how he felt. He 
hesitated, then advanced. His feet shot in every direction, but with 
pegs in place he arrived below a bulge. An aluminium wedge placed in 
a crack which split the bulge gave him protection for the pull over it. 
He stood on top of it, to see that the remainder of the crack was 
smooth and could not be pegged. Every inch of rock was coated with 
slippery wet snow. However at head height to the right was a last 
peg and from this he had the brilliant idea of an easy safe diagonal 
rope move to the left across a blank wall into a climbable groove 
which put him on a good ledge above the crack. We were one up on 
the Eiger thanks to Dan.

After he had hauled up his sack I started to climb, carrying my 
own s ack. It was appallingly slippery, the rock having a sort of 
slushy covering. To speed things up I did not stand in slings as Dan 
had, but to help with the strenuous pull over the bulge I did pull on 

the sling attached to his nut runner. As it popped out of the crack I 
hung like a sack below the bulge. Dan of course was ready for this, 

but as I pulled myself back onto the rock he gave me a serious talk 
on how one should be more careful when pulling up on nuts. I grunted 
agreement as I grasped the slippery rock to pull over the bulge.

I arrived at Dan's stance and then proceeded to throw away all 

the hard earned advantages that Dan's fine lead had given to us. In 
the thick mist and snowed up rock I missed the correct line. Oh yes, 
I traversed the smooth slab as advised in the route description but 
arrived at a fixed cord which continued further left for several yards 

on fairly easy ground. We could not understand why a cord should 
be there, unless a relic of the winter ascent, yet it led to a very steep 
shallow gully, and we knew we had to climb a shallow gully from the 

traversing ledge. We were both very suspicious for it did not look as 
if it was the correct line. On the other hand no other line looked right 

either, due to the .dense mist and the snow covering. Dan started up 
to investigate, advancing reasonably well before placing a doubtful 
peg and retreating before darkness caught him, leaving the rope 

threaded through a snap link for the next day.

After putting pegs in we tied on and then sat on a snow covered 
Ifcdge with legs hanging down the slab. We now had wet boots and no 
dry socks and whilst my wool and Courtelle underwear was warm
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14. 1291
and soon dried out, Dan had a wet cotton vest which remained damp. 
We made thin soup and tea but there was nothing to eat. Fortunately 
I slept reasonably well, periodically sliding off the ledge to hang from 
my peg. The mist cleared and it started to freeze. Once or twice we 
made hot tea, particularly for Dan who was feeling the cold more.

In the morning we should have reversed a few yards to look for 
another way, but with the remark "I've nearly cracked it", Dan 
started up the gully, ignoring my suggestion about crampons. Even 
with a top rope from his peg, the climbing was hard, and soon he 
realised the need for crampons, yet dare not retreat again down the 
now iced up gully under the protection of a doubtful peg. By the time 
he reached a stance at the top of the steep section, three hours had 
passed, most of which had been taken up in scraping away snow and 
ice in search of pegging cracks. Bridging up in crampons I was able 
to make quicker progress, but above Dan a groove steepened giving 
some delicate work for a hundred feet, however the crampons took 
care of the icy holds and pegging cracks offered occasional security. 
Only one peg went in well but one could not be fussy now. A diagonal 
move from the top of the groove onto a pegged stance at the foot of 
a steep gully brought us back on route. Above and to the right was a 
Pulpit rock from which we should have abseiled to my present stance. 
Dan now put on his crampons with great difficulty, and came up to 
continue up the frozen gully, arriving after about 120 feet at a sunny 
stance on a ridge. Here we ate for the first and only time that day, 
two lumps of sugar each.

The continuation is up downward stratified loose rock, where the 
sun had fortunately melted the snow. Soon we were cramponing up 
steep ice to the Mittellegi Ridge and on to the summit, in mist once 
again, but not seriously so, for the Eiger relented this time. It was 
5.00 p.m.

Without an ice axe my companion preferred to play safe with a 
slow descent. So it was dark before we reached safety, and eventually 
the Kleine Scheidegg for a hot shower and much needed sleep.
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